
Genre Match#1                                                                                                                                                                 Name:________________  Date:___/___/___ 

Directions:  Match the correct genre to each story description.  Pick the BEST answer. 

 
 

1.) Lyle, a young goldfish, dreams of 

leaving his fishbowl behind in order to 

become a big movie star in Hollywood.                 
 

 

 

 

Genre choices: 
 

a.) folktale  

b.) realistic fiction 

c.) historical fiction 

d.) science fiction 

e.) mystery 

f.) fantasy/fairytale   
 

 

 

 

 

*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  * 
 

 

2.) Five Boy Scouts get lost in the 

woods. Together, they must rely on 

their courage, scout training, and trust 

in one another to survive in the wild.                  
 

 

 

 

Genre choices: 
 

a.) folktale  

b.) realistic fiction 

c.) historical fiction 

d.) science fiction 

  e.) mystery 

f.) fantasy/fairytale 
 

 

 

 

 

 

*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *   * 
 

 

 

3.) John must learn to become a man 

after his father leaves the smithy to go 

fight the British under the command 

of General George Washington.        
 

 

 

 

Genre choices: 
 

a.) folktale  

b.) realistic fiction 

c.) historical fiction 

d.) science fiction 

  e.) mystery 

f.) fantasy/fairytale 

  
 

4.) Captain Lance Saturn is on his 

way back to Earth to repair his 

damaged ship after a lengthy space 

voyage when he learns that an 

asteroid is on a collision course with 

his home planet. With the entire 

rocket fleet away in deep space, Lance 

Saturn is Earth’s only hope. Lance 

Saturn must defy all of the odds if his 

damaged craft is going to be able to 

save the day.            

 

 

 

Genre choices: 
 

a.) folktale  

b.) realistic fiction 

c.) historical fiction 

d.) science fiction 

e.) mystery 

f.) fantasy/fairytale     

 

 

 

*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  * 
 

 

5.) Princess Priscilla’s hand is soon to 

be given away in marriage. Princes 

from many lands have traveled from 

far and wide in the hope of winning 

her favor. What no one knows is that 

Priscilla’s heart already belongs to a 

poor pig keeper named Rupert. Their 

young love seems fated for certain 

doom until a mysterious old woman 

appears with news that Rupert is the 

long lost prince of Smulgeria.  
 

 

 

 

Genre choices: 
 

a.) folktale  

b.) realistic fiction 

c.) historical fiction 

d.) science fiction 

  e.) mystery 

f.) fantasy/fairytale  
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Genre Match#1  Answer Key:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

Directions:  Match the correct genre to each story description.  Pick the BEST answer. 

 
 

1.) Lyle, a young goldfish, dreams of 

leaving his fishbowl behind in order to 

become a big movie star in Hollywood.                 
 

 

 

 

Genre choices: 
 

a.) folktale  

b.) realistic fiction 

c.) historical fiction 

d.) science fiction 

e.) mystery 

f.) fantasy/fairytale   
 

 

 

 

 

*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  * 
 

 

2.) Five Boy Scouts get lost in the 

woods. Together, they must rely on 

their courage, scout training, and trust 

in one another to survive in the wild.                  
 

 

 

 

Genre choices: 
 

a.) folktale  

b.) realistic fiction 

c.) historical fiction 

d.) science fiction 

  e.) mystery 

f.) fantasy/fairytale 
 

 

 

 

 

 

*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *   * 
 

 

 

3.) John must learn to become a man 

after his father leaves the smithy to go 

fight the British under the command 

of General George Washington.        
 

 

 

 

Genre choices: 
 

a.) folktale  

b.) realistic fiction 

c.) historical fiction 

d.) science fiction 

  e.) mystery 

f.) fantasy/fairytale 

  
 

4.) Captain Lance Saturn is on his 

way back to Earth to repair his 

damaged ship after a lengthy space 

voyage when he learns that an 

asteroid is on a collision course with 

his home planet. With the entire 

rocket fleet away in deep space, Lance 

Saturn is Earth’s only hope. Lance 

Saturn must defy all of the odds if his 

damaged craft is going to be able to 

save the day.                               

 

 

 

Genre choices: 
 

a.) folktale  

b.) realistic fiction 

c.) historical fiction 

d.) science fiction 

e.) mystery 

f.) fantasy/fairytale     

 

 

 

*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  * 
 

 

5.) Princess Priscilla’s hand is soon to 

be given away in marriage. Princes 

from many lands have traveled from 

far and wide in the hope of winning 

her favor. What no one knows is that 

Priscilla’s heart already belongs to a 

poor pig keeper named Rupert. Their 

young love seems fated for certain 

doom until a mysterious old woman 

appears with news that Rupert is the 

long lost prince of Smulgeria.  
 

 

 

 

Genre choices: 
 

a.) folktale  

b.) realistic fiction 

c.) historical fiction 

d.) science fiction 

  e.) mystery 

f.) fantasy/fairytale  
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